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7 September 2022 
 
 
 
Dear Parent/Carer, 
 
Re: PE Kit and Expectations 
 
I write following some apparent confusion over the requirements for PE uniform.  
 
I understand that a recent letter stated that the Rugby shirt was compulsory for boys for outdoor PE. To provide 
some clarity on this; the reversible Rugby shirt, available through Simmonds, is strongly recommended, purely for 
rugby. The reason for this being that the shirt has been proven to be durable enough to withstand the tackles 
sustained, whilst also being free of any zips or clasps which may cause it to be dangerous.  
 
Whilst the new unisex outdoor top is permitted for all other sports, it will not be allowed for rugby for the reasons 
highlighted above. If your son does not own the Rugby shirt, I would recommend a long sleeved, plain top with no 
hood or zip.  
 
Within the PE department we put a huge emphasis on having the correct kit for the correct activity. This allows 
students to perform in a safe and organised manner and allows staff to easily identify students and ensure they are 
fully engaged in the lesson. 
 
Being engaged in PE lessons is one of the primary objectives of the department and this is not just for the students 
taking part in the lessons. We also believe students excused from the lessons are also able to be engaged (where 
possible) taking on different roles such as an official or a coach. 
 
For this to happen, from September 2022 we will be ensuring that Year 7 students (and all subsequent years) are 
dressed in their PE kit for PE, regardless of whether they are taking part in the lesson or not. A suitable warmer 
choice of clothing would be allowed in the colder months, however this would still need to fall in-line with the 
school uniform policy such as a black coat and black tracksuit bottoms. 
 
If you would like to discuss this further please do not hesitate to contact me 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
Mr T Redwood 
Head of PE 
 
 

 


